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THE PREPARATION OF METALLIC BARIUM.

I. INTRODUCTION.

The preparation of pure metallic barium is a problem

on which many prominent chemists have whet their scientific

appetites. The metal has proved to be one of the most elu-

sive of the elements; and its "affinity" for other elements

i. e. oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen, is very great.
(1,2)*

Since the time of Davy, many attempts have been made to

separate the metsl from its salts with varying results* The

general methods of attack have been:

I. The electrolysis of the halides, fused or in aque-
(1,2,13,14,15,18,19,20)

ous solution.

II. The distillation in hydrogen of the mercury from
(3,4,5,6,7)

barium amalgam.

III. The preparation of a subchloride of barium to be
(13,16)

further reduced by some powerful reducing agent.

IV. The reduction of barium compounds by the various
(9,10,11,17)

reducing agents.

In the case of the latter method the reducing sgents
(11) (9,22) (9) (lo)

used wore: aluminum, potassium, sodium, magnesium, and

probably others that were never reported in the literature.

* Numbers correspond to references.
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II. THEORETICAL.

A careful study of all the methods led to a personal

belief that the most promising way to separate the metal

would be thru the reduction of the oxide; forming a com-

pound, the heat of formation of which would be higher than

that of barium oxide; and free barium.

With this condition in mind the heat of formation of

many comriounds was studied; and of all, the following show

possibilities:

Li to LigO 143,320 calories

Mg to MgO 143,400

Th to ThOg 326,000

BaSiOg 328,100

Ba to BaO 133,400

Prom the equations, the number of calories needed are:

BaO+ELi ->Ba+Lig0 9,920 calories

BaO + Mg ^-Ba+MgO 1,000

2Ba0+Th- 2Ba+Th0g 59,000

3Ba0+Si -^2Ba+BaSi03 16,600

Lithium and thorium were eliminated because of the dif-

ficulty of obtaining them. Magnesium, has been tried, under

what circumstances I do not know, but it was not successful.

Silicon as the reducing agent is the only one left.
(21)

I.Iatignon, has studied the reaction and found that 18,000

calories are needed. He has found that the temperature re-

quired is 1200°C; Further, the process would have to be car-

ried out in a wacumn or inert gas (the first periodic group
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elements) rs the "barium combines with the common gases ni-

trogen and hydrogen, forming nitrides end hydrides.

From all data it appe&red that reaction 3BaO+Si*2Ba+

B8Si03, would be the logical one to take place provided con-

dition were correct; and it was decided to try this method.
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III. BARIUM OXIDE PREPARATION*

After the theory had been studied and the method out-

lined it was necessary to obtain the reagents of proper

purity. As nearly pure reagents as could be obtained were

required. The silicon was obtained from Eimer and Amend

New York, in lump form which was crushed before using.

Barium oxide is not a staple of commerce and it was neces-

sary to find a cheap method of preparation.

The general preparation as given in the literature is

the decomposition of the carbonate by carbon and heat.

The temperature required was 1450-1500°C. It was thot that

an easier way could be found. With this in mind, all the

compounds of barium were studied to find their decomposition

temperature. Barium nitrate appeared to be the best and was

used. The best reference on the barium nitrate process is

(23)
that of Vanino. Vanino, gives the preparation by heating

the nitrate to 900°C, to drive off the oxides of nitrogen

and then at a white heat to reduce any nitrite formed. Ac-

cordingly an apparatus was designed for this method. Con-

siderable difficulty was encountered in designing a furnace.

Several small furnaoes were built but did not operate as the

temperature was too low. It was found that the conditions

necessary for the reduction are:

An atmosphere of nitrogen or hydrogen excluding oxygen.

A preheat er for the gas.

A furnace of fire brick to withstand 1100°C.

A supply of gas and air to be burned in suitable burners.

A low vacuum to remove gases formed.









The type of apparatus decided on was one which, with

modifications can he used for large scale production; and

consists of as source of air under pressure, (Fig. 2);a ni-

trogen generator and purifior, (Fig. l);a preheater for the

gas; and a two inch pipe two foot long built in a furnace

of fire "brick, (Fig. 3). The source of heat was gas blast

lamps

•

The nitrogen generator was the ordinary type for lab-

oratory preparation, (Fig. 4). A glass tube filled with cop

per and coprer oxide, and covered with asbestos paper as

precaution against drafts. It was heated by bunsen burners

Fig. 4.

The air from the bottles was passed thru ammonium hy-

drate and then into the generator. An analysis of a test

sample of gas made during one of the runs gave the follow-

ing composition.

Carbon dioxide 1?°

Carbon monoxide 0$

Oxygen 0>

Nitrogen (difference) 99$

After passing thru the generator, the gas wes bubbled
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thru dilute sulfuric acid to remove any ammonia carried over

and then thru concentrated sulfuric acid to dry it. Carbon

dioxide removal was deemed unnecessary as the amount of gas

used on any run was never more than two liters.

Prom the dryer the gas was passed thru the preheater

(Fig. 5), which was a section of two inch pipe heated by a

blast lamp. Prom here it was passed thru a one half inch

pipe to the furnace. This was built as follows: iPig. 3,6)

The bottom three layers were of ordinary brick, and on

this a layer of fire brick. Above this came the combustion

chamber with the tube in the rear and raised from the floor

Li

7C

Fig. 5.
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of the furnace to allow the hot gases to completely sur-

round it. The places at which the tube entered the furnace

were built up of fire clay, tamped to make a tight joint.

The roof consisted of fire brick. The entire chamber was

lined with fire clay, and asbestos boards and wet cloths

were used to keep the front part of the furnace and burners

cool.

In the preliminary runs difficulty was encountered be-

cause of the use of open porcelain boats, allowing the salt

to spatter and fcrm a cement between the tube and the boat.

To overcome this a piece of porcelain tube one and one half

inches in diameter and five inches long was partly closed

at both ends as in Fig. 7,; filled with salt and used. There

was small loss by spattering after that. It was found that

a green mass was formed at the point of contact. This was

discarded at first. Usually after the first run this crust

8cted as a protection and was never scrajjed off.

Fig. 7.

The barium nitrate used was impure and had to be recry-

stalized from its aqueous solution.

The barium oxide as prepared is a hard grey mass which

sticks to the tube. It reacts very readily with dry air to

form the peroxide and with water to form the hydroxide. At-

tempts were made to keep it in glass stoppered bottles but on

standing it turned .whit e. By the newer method described
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SAMPLE RUN A2.

Barium Oxide Preparation.

Charge 100 grains.

Furnace started

Temperature of 1110°C.

Charge in

Decomposed

Charge out

Yield 40 grams.

Dec. 20, 1918.

1.15 P. M.

1.45

1.46

1.56

3.00

40.0$

Nitrate

Nitrite

Barium peroxide

Qualitative Tests.

none

trace

none

Remarks

•

Furnace operating in good condition. IIo trouble.

Run

Al

A2

B2

B3

Recapitulation.

Charge

50 grams

100

100

25

% Yields,

40.0$

40.0

45.0

38.0
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later it was found more convienont to prepare it as needed.

This method gave a very pure barium oxide which was

comparatively easy to handle; but the time required and the

energy used was great. On account of lack of time to use

the furnace I looked around for a simpler method and devised

the following which worked very well.

The assumption on which it is based is that the dif-

fusion of carbon dioxide and oxygen into the oxides of ni-

trogen is low at high temperatures and continual evolution

of the oxides of nitrogen. Also, thrt the gases will not

diffuse if the products of reaction are removed as soon

after decomposition as possible. ACase burner was avail-

able in which temperatures of 1600-1800°C . , had been obtained.

An ordinary assay crucible was placed in it allowing suffi-

cient space for the gases produced to escape. In this was

placed a large porcelain crucible containing a smaller one

each of which was fitted with a cover, Fig. 8. The charge

of barium nitrate was placed in the smaller crucible. The

furnace cover was put on and the burner lighted.

Pig. 8.

By operating at night or in a darkened room the progress

of the reaction could be regulated. The temperature was about
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1200-1200°C. , end was regulated by the height of the flame

coming out of the top of the furnace. The flame at first

was blue in color; as the reaction started it turned yellow

and then thru a variety of colors to a purple; and then blue

again, This showed the reaction to be complete. The charge

was left in the furnace for two minutes longer, and the total

time of run was fifteen minutes. It was then transferee! with

the small crucible to a dessicator and when cold the barium

oxide dug out. The crucibles were not affected under these

conditions and were good for an unlimited number of runs.

?he oxide was easily removed from the crucible by tapping.

Losses were great due to spattering. It has been recommend-

ed to use barium sulfate to prevent spattering, but on a test

run with it, the losses were the same and its use was aban-

doned.
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SAMPLE RUN 1)3.

Barium Oxide Preparation.

Case Furnace.

Charge 50 grams. April 12, 1918.

In 9.43 P. M.

Out 9 . 58

Time in minutes 15

Yield 11.5 grams. 23$

Remarks.

Furnace hot. Crucible from run PI.

Qualitative Tests.

Nitrstes none

Nitrites less than l°/i>

Barium peroxide none

Recapitulat ion.

Run Charge c
/o Yield

El 12 grams. 8.33

E2 12 16.66

E3 50 24.

E4 50 22

PI 50 18

D3 50 23

Runs E3-P3 were made in a double crucible method. That

is, only one large crucible was used. The results were just

es good by this method as the triple crucible; and its use

was justified.



/
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IV. BARIUM PREPARATION.

After a source of reagents was assured, the problem of

the conditions for the reaction was studied. From page 2,

they are:

I. A vessel with which barium does not alloy.

II. A vacumn or inert gas atmosphere.

III. III. A temperature of 1200°C.

IV. A method to condense the barium vapors formed and

to collect the barium in a suitable form.

1. Taking up the considerations in their order the

vessel to be used is one with which the barium does not alloy.

From the physical properties of the metals, that is, those

that melt above 1200°C, all were eliminated except iron,

for cost, or that they alloy with the barium. Since iron,

was the only one left, the shape of the reaction chamber

was decided on, A wrought iron pipe 3"xl2" with wrought

iron caps was used. (Fig. 9) One of the caps was tapped

for a lV pipe, "for the condenser described later; and a

i
n pipe for the vacumn.

( 24)
Linendoll, recommends the use of polished surfaces as

an aid to collect barium as he found thfit in using his con-

denser, barium alloyed with the rough surface. Since the

Fig. 9.





Case Furnace,



wwwmr or Illinois
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temperature is so high it was thot best to have the inner

surface machined to reduce the alloying tendency.

II. Since barium reacts with the common gases nitrogen

and hydrogen, the reaction would have to take place in a vac-

umn or inert g8s of the first periodic group elements. The

latter were not obtainable nnd it was necessary to use vac-

uum. Further, the vacumn was to be made from a hydrogen at-

mosphere.

III. The temperature required was approximately 1200OC.

The problem o^ how to obtain it was next studied. Three pos-

sible ways were open to answer this question; electrioel

resistance heating, arc furnace, and gas.

To build a resistance furnace it was ^ound that Nichrome

wire is not guaranteed for temperatures abo^e 1100°C. Plat-

inum was considered but its price and the amount required,

due to war conditions, was prohibitive. IIo other commercial

resistance wires were available. Arc furnaces also were

impractical from the nature of the reacting substances. The

only one left was was to heat by gas. The temperature was to

be obtained by means of Meeker and ordinary blpst lamps as

shown Fig, 10.

IV. Barium vaporizes at 950°C, and at that temperature

will be a gas. This is one advantage of this method. Some

method was necessary to condense it as it was formed. To do

this, an iron condenser was built, (Fig. 11). This consisted

of a f* pipe capped at one end and highly polished. The other

end was fitted into a series of pipe fittings as shown; and

was continued on the other side. Inside this was placed a
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3/8" pipe. Wster was to circulate thru this condenser. The

large reducer fitted into the cap of the tube, It was hoped

that if any barium formed it would he an aggregate of crystals.

Pig. 11.

For this reason the condenser was built with the large fitting.

With the experience obtained in designing and building

furnaces for the bsriuin oxide preparation, a furnace was

constructed for this part of the T-roblem. It was made en-

tirely of fire brick as shown in Fig. 12. The large space

under the tube was left for the complete combustion of the

gases.

Section thru furnace showing eonstruct ion.

Fig. 12.

.
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The bricks were laid as shown to give a minimum loss by

radiation with the least number of bricks. The front part

was protected as shown in the the photograph, Fig. 10, The

combustion chamber was limed with fire clay. As designed,

the tube and cooling device could be readily removed from the

furnace by shifting the front bricks. This was done so that

the condenser could be quickly removed; that the tube could

be cooled rapidly; and that the joints be made tight. The

furnace and fittings were finished and on April 17 , a trial

run was made and from this considerable information was

ontained.

In making the run, the charge was put in an iron cru-

cible, the condenser screwed on tight, and then the whole

thing put in the furnace. The vacumn and water connections

were made, and the burners lighted. The run was started

at three thirty and finished at five thirty, a total time

of two hours.
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DATA AND SUMMARY.

Barium Preparation.

Run Ml.

Charge

Barium oxide

Silicon (excess)

Time Temperature of
water °C.

in out

3.30
3.32 18 18
3.45 18 22
3.57 18 29
4.12 18 29
4.18 18 33
4.30 18 30
4.45 18 33
4.48 18 40

4,50 18 33
4.57 16 3-7

4.58 18 34
5.30

April 17, 1918.

38.3 grams.

3.0 grams.

Remarks

•

Water started. lOOOcc/min.
Furnace started.

More water 1300cc/min.

Temrerature, above-1100°C

.

below-1010°C.
More water 1500cc/rain.

Furnace stopped.
Furnace cold, condenser
removed.

Summa ry

•

Condenser water rate was between ^.300-1500 cc per min-

ute. The temperature of the outlet water showed that the

tube was kept sufficiently cold ^or the barium to settle out.

On the outside of the condenser, wfter was continuously

running. Whether this was formed by the burning hydrogen

of the gas or a leak could not be determined.

The degree of the vacumn was carefully watched and it

was found that thp furnace gases leaked thru the pipe or its

connections. The caps had been forced on and it is prob-





able that the wrought iron pipe was permeable to gases.

The temperature obtained is shown. It is low for the

required temperatures, but was the maximum obtainable.

Radiation losses were low as the outside of the furnace was

cold.

At the end of the run the tube was removed and put out

to cool, keeping the water circulating in the condenser. As

soon as it was cold the pipe was put in a vise, 8nd the con-

denser removed, ana immediately plunged into a pure redis-

tilled hexane oil; to prevent oxidation o^ the barium formed.

l!o quantities of barium could be seen, but later when the

surface was scraped and analysed by the sulfate method, a

positive test was obtained. Further, the residue o^ the

charge was analysed for silicates and carbonates. These

tests gave positive results. This was proof that the reac-

tion went as per equation.

Barium was not obtained because o-f* its immediate oxid-

ation by the furnace gases and air that leaked thru.
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V. COIICLUSIOUS.

A. Barium Oxide.

The barium oxide prepared by the large furnace was

very pure, but the process is expensive and tedious. Con-

siderable difficulty was encountered in regulating- the blast

lamps.

The triple crucible method while not so pure is rapid,

requires little fuel and is sufficiently pure ^or the work

in hand, altho only small amounts can be prepared at a time.

The double crucible method gives a bigger yield and its

product is as pure as that of the triple method.

B. Barium Preparation.

The reduction of barium oxide by silicon in these ex-

periments was unsuccessful, but with improvements and higher

temperatures it can be made to work on a laboratory scale.

Due to the unusual condition prevailing this year, it

was impossible to obtain the necessary amount of platinum

for a resistance furnace. The gas furnace was useless for

high temperatures.

From the experiment as run, it was found that an elec-

trical resistance furnace, a chamber o-p very dense high

grade steel, all joints to be welded, and a greater amount of

vacumn are absolutely necessary.

With the improvements stated above and longer time of

running it should be very simple to obtain barium in small

amount s

•
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